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 CONVERGING ON AN

 OPEN QUEST

 ERNESTO LACLAU

 I very much enjoyed the exchange in which Judith Butler and I engaged last year, through

 an e-mail correspondence between what Borges would have called the "unlikely geogra-
 phies" of Berkeley and London. The points of convergence of our respective approaches
 are clear: as Butler points out, the process of gender formation that she describes and the
 logic of hegemony as presented in my work (and in that which I wrote in collaboration
 with Chantal Mouffe) coincide in several of their assumptions. Neither we nor Butler see
 identities-political in one case, gendered in the other-as the expression of an intemporal
 mechanism or principle, but as products of the enactment of contingent norms; and both
 of us deny those norms a transcendental status, an a priori "hardness" which would
 reproduce itself unchanged in all historical instances. On the contrary, we see them as
 submitted to historical variations and as penetrated by a constitutive indetermination and
 ambiguity.

 I have used the word "transcendental" ex professo, because it is the status of the
 transcendental which is at the root of many of the most crucial problems in contemporary
 theory. Most people would agree that transcendentalism, in its classical formulations, is
 today unsustainable, but there is also a generalized agreement that some kind of weak
 transcendentalism is unavoidable. In the deconstructionist tradition, for instance, the

 notion of "quasi-transcendentals" has acquired considerable currency. But most theoreti-
 cal approaches are haunted by the perplexing question of the precise status of that "quasi."
 The problem touches on, on the one hand, the question of "metalanguage"; on the other,
 the status, in theory building, of categories that apparently refer to empirical events but
 that in practice have a quasi-transcendental status, operating as the a priori conditions of
 intelligibility of a whole discursive domain. What is the status in psychoanalysis, for
 instance, of categories such as "phallus," of the "castration complex"? Because of the
 undecided status of the "quasi," we are confronted with a plurality of alternatives, whose

 two polar extremes would be a total hardening of those categories, which would thus
 become a priori conditions of all possible human development, and a no less extreme
 historicism which sees in them only contingent events, products of particular cultural
 formations. The first extreme is confronted with the whole array of problems emerging
 from any transcendentalization of empirical conditions; the second, with the difficulties
 derived from not dealing with those conditions which make possible even a historicist
 discourse. The logic of the "quasi" tries to avoid both extremes, but it is extremely unclear
 in what that logic would consist of. These are questions which have not been dealt with
 enough, in either Butler's approach or in mine; but they are issues to which both of us will

 have to return-perhaps in future exchanges.
 Let me now move to two central points contained in Butler's latest piece, published

 in this issue of Diacritics as an addendum to our original exchange. They relate to the
 relationship between hegemony and iteration, and to the role of names in fixing meaning.
 I think that iteration belongs to the structure of any hegemonic operation, but that the latter

 stresses a double dimension of both repetition and displacement of meaning. To under-
 stand how these two dimensions interact with each other is crucial in order to grasp the
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 logic of the political. (I understand hegemony to be the central category in political
 analysis.) As Derrida has shown, iterability (the possibility of repetition in a plurality of
 instances) is something which belongs to the essence of the sign. What would something
 be which occurs in only one instance? It would simply not be a sign. But if the sign has
 to be the same, it also has to be different each time-and in that case the instance of its

 differential use has to be as part of its internal structure as the dimension of sameness.
 Now, in that case, it can only remain the same by becoming something constantly different

 from itself. This is the point where the usefulness of this analysis for a theory of the
 hegemonic becomes visible: for hegemony involves both a relation of power in which
 something different is assimilated by the same, and a movement in the opposite direction,

 by which the differential instance, as it is part of a series of equivalent instances, can
 reproduce the same only by progressively emptying the meaning of the latter. The only
 logical requirements for this to be thinkable are that: (1) we conceive iteration as an
 additive process and not merely as a discrete series; and (2) that the dimension of
 equivalence between the different instances is underlined to the point that the emptying
 effect over the hegemonic term can operate freely. These two requirements can easily be

 met without causing violence to the structure of the iterating process. As in Wittgenstein's

 argument about following a rule: the instance of the application has to be part of the rule
 itself. In terms of hegemony what we have is a construction of the progressive emptiness

 of what puts the iterative series together on the basis of an additive pluralization of the
 instances. That is why hegemony is a dangerous operation: on the one hand its success
 depends on absorbing within itself larger and larger systems of contextual differences; but

 precisely because of its very success, the link of the hegemonic principle with the
 differences which constituted its original identity becomes more tenuous all the time.

 Finally, names. Butler asks: "What is it that constitutes the limitations of the
 performative power of naming? What is it, as it were, that holds the name open as a site
 of hegemonic articulation?" [14]. My argument here runs parallel to that concerning
 iteration. My original commentary on this matter-to which Butler refers-was in
 connection with the analysis made by Slavoj Zizek of the polemic between descriptivists
 and antidescriptivists on how names refer to reality. Zizek sides-as I do-with the anti-
 descriptivists (with Kripke's notion of a primal baptism) but adds the crucial remark that

 the x which supports the process of nomination is nothing belonging to the object but a
 retroactive effect of the process of nomination itself. To this I commented as follows:

 if the unity of the object is the retroactive effect of naming itself, then naming is
 not just the pure nominalistic game of attributing an empty name to a
 preconstituted subject. It is the discursive construction of the object itself The
 consequences of this argument for a theory of hegemony or politics are easy to
 see. Ifthe descriptivist approach were correct, then the meaning ofthe name and

 the descriptivefeatures of the objects would be given beforehand, thus discount-

 ing the possibility of any discursive hegemonic variation that would open the
 spacefor a political construction ofsocial identities. But iftheprocess ofnaming
 the objects amounts to the very act of their constitution, then their descriptive

 features will be fundamentally unstable and open to all kinds of hegemonic
 rearticulations. [xiv]

 What is the condition for names to function that way? Clearly, it is that between
 descriptive features and names a gap should exist, so that the name cannot be permanently
 attached to particular objects. But this requires that the name should be partially or
 tendentially empty and that its partial fixation is essentially vulnerable. Through naming
 and renaming, the object is constructed and reconstructed. As we see, this is the same case
 as with iteration. Names are natural places for hegemonic rearticulations because their
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 contents are constantly being negotiated. If the emptiness of names is partially limited by

 transient stabilizations, any stabilization, in time, is threatened by the emptiness inherent

 in the structure of naming.

 These are just some themes-which are far from being exhausted-and whose recurrence
 in present political and theoretical discussion is certainly assured. I hope that the exchange

 between Judith Butler and myself can act as a modest stimulus for others to join and
 contribute to an enterprise whose success can be assured only if it becomes a truly
 collective one.

 20 November 1996
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